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THEMES PASSAGES LEVELS

Thanksgiving
1 fiction

1 nonfiction A-E

Turkeys
1 fiction

1 nonfiction A-E

Family
1 fiction

1 nonfiction A-E

Voting
1 fiction

1 nonfiction A-E
Fruits and 

Veggies

1 fiction
1 nonfiction A-E
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C



He wears a shirt.  He wears pants.

He wears shoes.  He wears glasses. 

||||||||||||||||||||

① What does Turkey wear?

Turkey Hides

NameA

a dress a skirt pants

skates shoes sandals

② What else does Turkey wear?
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||||||||||||||||||||
Turkey Hides

Name

He wears the shirt.

He wears the pants.

He wears the shoes.

He wears the glasses.

Where is Turkey?

B

① What is Turkey doing?

playing hiding working

② Retell the story. Who did you tell? 
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||||||||||||||||||||
Turkey Hides

Name

Turkey will hide.

He wears a shirt.

He wears a bow.

He wears pants. 

He wears shoes.

He wears glasses.

He wears a mustache.  

Where did Turkey go?

C
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① What does Turkey wear?

a dress     pants        sandals

② Why does Turkey wear clothes?

He likes them. He is hiding. 



||||||||||||||||||||
Turkey Hides

Name

Turkey did not want to

be found. “I will hide,” he 

said. He put on a shirt. He put on 

a bow. He put on pants and shoes. “I still 

look like me,” he said. Turkey put on 

glasses. He put on a mustache. He looked 

at himself. “They will not find me. I do not 

look like me,” he said. 

D

① Why does Turkey put on clothes?

||||||||||||||||||||||||
② What does Turkey put on last?
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○ a bow ○ a mustache      ○ glasses



It was almost Thanksgiving. Ted the turkey

was scared. “I do not want to be eaten,” Ted 

said.  “I know what I will do. I will hide,” he

thought. “I need a good disguise.” Ted found a 

shirt and pants. He put them on. “It looks good, but it is not 

enough. I can still tell that I am a turkey,” Ted said. He put on a 

bow and shoes. He added glasses and a mustache. He looked in a 

mirror. “Wow! I do not look like a turkey now!” Ted said. 

||||||||||||||||||||Turkey Disguise NameCE

① Why did Ted want to wear a disguise?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
② What did Ted add to his disguise? ○ a shirt ○ glasses
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Turkeys have feathers.  Turkeys have wings.

Turkeys have wattles.   Turkeys have snoods.

||||||||||||||||||||

① What do turkeys have?

Bats Have
NameA

hair fur  feathers

hands snoods      wattles
② What do turkeys NOT have?
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○ feathers   ○ wings   ○ wattles   ○ snoods
Vocabulary

Turkeys
snood

wattle

feathers

wing



Turkeys

||||||||||||||||||||Name

Turkeys have feathers.

Turkeys have wings.

Turkeys have wattles.

Turkeys have snoods.

This is a turkey. 

B

① What does a turkey have?
a snood a nose fur

② Retell the text. Who did you tell? 
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○ feathers   ○ wings   ○ wattles   ○ snoods   
Vocabulary

snood

wattle

feathers

wing



||||||||||||||||||||

Turkeys

Name

Turkeys are birds. 
They have feathers.
Turkeys can fly. 
They have wings. 
Turkeys show their moods. 
They have wattles. 
They have snoods. 

C
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① What are turkeys?
reptiles     mammals       birds

② What can turkeys do?
fly swim jump

○ feathers   ○ moods   ○ wattles   ○ snoods
Vocabulary

snood

wattle

feathers

wing



||||||||||||||||||||

Turkeys

Name

Turkeys are birds. They
have feathers. Turkeys have 
wings. They can fly. A turkey has a wattle. A 
turkey has a snood. The wattle and snood 
show its mood. They can be red. They can be 
blue. When they are red, the turkey is happy. 
When they are blue, the turkey is scared. 

① What shows a turkey’s mood?

||||||||||||||||||||||||
② If a turkey’s wattle is red, it is: 
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○ scared     ○ happy     ○ calm

D
○ feathers ○ wattle ○ snood ○ mood ○ scared 

Vocabulary



Turkeys are birds. They have feathers 

and wings. They can fly. They are fast 

runners. A turkey has a wattle and a snood. 

These change color with the turkey’s mood. 

When the turkey is happy, the wattle and snood are red. When the 

turkey is scared, they are blue. Turkeys are good to eat. Many 

people eat turkeys for their Thanksgiving meals. 
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||||||||||||||||||||Turkeys NameCE

①What do the wattle and snood do?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
②When do many people eat turkey? ○ Easter  ○ Thanksgiving

Vocabulary ○wattle  ○ snood   ○ mood    ○ Thanksgiving




